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The network modeling tool XNetMod (based on NetMod) uses simple analytical models to
allow designers of interconnected local area networks to analyze and simulate the potential
performance of networks. This tool can be used on university campuses, and in industrial
and government enterprises. XNetMod is based on the X Window System (X11R5) and the
OSF Motif widget set (1.2).
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1.  Introduction
Local Area Networks (LANs) rapidly
evolved and multiplied in the 1980s. The in-
creasingly diverse infrastructure, complexity
and flexibility of networks, and growing
number of applications has made predicting
workloads, stress points, and network
growth more difficult.
There are several important performance
considerations in the design of LANs, such
as reliability, maintainability, and expand-
ability. XNetMod, a network modeling tool
for the X Window System, allows users to an-
alyze the performance of a configuration be-
fore implementing it.
XNetMod (0.0.0) is based on the X Window
System (X11R5) and the OSF Motif widget
set (1.2). An attempt was made to conform to
the OSF Motif style guide.
2.  About XNetMod
Network performance evaluation includes
modeling, analysis, and design. Three ap-
proaches to performance evaluation are anal-
ysis, simulation, and measurement. It is the
common consensus among network manag-
ers that these three approaches towards net-
work performance evaluation are
complementary in nature and each has its
own place in the design life cycle of a com-
puter network. Hence, network managers
are increasingly demanding a network strat-
egy toolbox to replace stand-alone tools.
XNetMod addresses the needs of network
managers. It is an integrated tool for model-
ing, analyzing, and designing LANs. The
principal application of the tool is to assist
network managers in configuring a potential
user’s data network using proposed network
hardware and software components. XNet-
Mod can be used in a university, industrial,
or government networking environment
consisting of thousands of computer sites.
Network designers can use the interface,
called the Model Builder, to graphically dis-
play and manipulate network topology,
specify the input and output parameters for
various network components,1 and view the
results of any of the three types of analyses.
XNetMod caters to both novice and experi-
enced designers. Designers don’t need to be
experts in any modeling discipline or famil-
iar with the specifications of various network
media and protocols. They merely need to
know what devices are present in the net-
works and have a basic knowledge of how
they are connected. However, XNetMod pro-
vides enough flexibility to allow experienced
designers to override the default specifica-
tions of the network components.
1. The terms component, element, and node are used
interchangeably in this paper.
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XNetMod characteristics include:
• Ease of subnetwork definition
• Flexibility to easily add or delete subnet-
works
• Ability to provide substantial user inter-
action for either simple parameter
changes or major reconfiguration of
LANs and backbones
• Hierarchical modeling capability for
extremely large models.
The XNetMod project was divided into two
phases (see Figure 1). The goal of Phase I was
to incorporate both analytical (Phase 1a) and
simulation techniques (Phase 1b) into XNet-
Mod. The goal of Phase II will be to incorpo-
rate monitoring techniques into XNetMod.
For the current version of XNetMod (0.0.0),
only Phase I of the project has been fully im-
plemented.
3.  Features
3.1  Input Parameters
XNetMod provides customized forms to en-
able you to specify the input parameters for
the elements. The format of each form de-
pends on the element’s group and type.
XNetMod classifies network components in
a pseudo object-oriented manner. See Figure
2.
Figure 2: XNetMod Component Hierarchy
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Figure 1: Architecture
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3.1.1 Topology
Topology shows how a LAN is laid out. At
present the Topology element group is di-
vided into two element types: Bus, and Ring.
When the elements are created, the only in-
formation specified is the element group and
element type. Forms allow you to specify the
exact element. See Figure 3.
The Topology form has two fields that users
can customize: Percent of Traffic Off Net and
Percent of Return Traffic. The Percent of Traf-
fic Off Net specifies the percent of the traffic
on that component that will be forwarded to
other parts of the network. The Percent of Re-
turn Traffic specifies the amount of traffic
that is forwarded to this component from
other parts of the network.
3.1.2 Connector
A connector connects two or more topolo-
gies. At present the Connector element group
is further divided into two element types:
Router, and Bridge.
XNetMod may not allow two elements to be
connected together. For example, two ele-
ments of the Topology element group can
only be connected to each other with an ap-
propriate element from the Connector ele-
ment group. If components of a network are
represented by nodes, and their interconnec-
tions by edges, the network would be a con-
nected graph.
The Connector form is similar to the Topol-
ogy form.
Figure 3. Topology Form
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3.1.3 Machine
Because a machine is a source of data packets
in a network, the Machine form allows you to
specify the input parameters for a cluster of
workstations, such as Macintosh’s or PCs.
See Figure 4.
At present there is only one element type,
Machine, in the Machine element group.
A cluster of identical machines is represented
by using just one element and then setting
the Number of Machines field to the number
of machines in the cluster. The Percent of Ac-
tive Users field helps denote the actual num-
ber of machines in use at any given time. A
percentage greater than 100% denotes multi-
ple users on some machines.
3.1.4 Subnetworks
To facilitate the concept of bottom-up design,
XNetMod allows users to create subnet-
works. At present there is only one element
type, Subnet, in the Subnetwork element
group.
To create a subnetwork, it must already exist
as a model. It can then be connected to the
network by making a connection to an ele-
ment inside the subnetwork. Subnetworks
are saved separately from the rest of the
model as though they are a single-level
model. See Figure 5.
Subnetworks can be moved and destroyed
like any other element, and viewed by choos-
ing the View Subnetwork option from the
pop up menu.
3.2  Output, Analysis, and Simulation
Output statistics provided by XNetMod are
the component delay, average queue length,
and percent utilization. The component
speed field in the Topology form is updated
whenever there is a change in the choice of
element.
Figure 4. Machine Form
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XNetMod supports analytic and simulation
techniques. It can summarize the entire re-
sults of an analysis or simulation, or just the
results for a particular node.
4.  Architecture
XNetMod consists of four major components:
the Model Builder, the Performance Ana-
lyzer, the Simulation Server, and the Net-
work Manager. Figure 1 shows the overall
architecture of XNetMod.
4.1  Model Builder
The Model Builder is the central component
of XNetMod. It provides facilities to:
• Graphically display and manipulate net-
work topology
• Specify the input and output parameters
for the various network components
• Display the results of any of the three
types of analyses supported2
• Query and generate reports based on the
currently displayed model.
2.  Version 0.0.0 of XNetMod only supports analytic
and simulation techniques.
Figure 6 shows the Model Builder. The inter-
face includes: a menu bar to hold all the
menus, a text area to display messages, an
area to display the current model name, a
scrollable drawing area, a button to display
the component information panel, and a
scrollable panel to display icons representing
the available group types.
4.2  Performance Analyzer
The Performance Analyzer is responsible for
all the analytical calculations. It gets as its in-
put the network definition from the Model
Builder and, in turn, returns to it the values of
the output parameters to be displayed, such
as component utilization, packet delay times,
and average packet queue lengths at the com-
ponents. See Figure 7.
Currently, all the network components are
modeled using simple closed form analytic
expressions, considering the effects of the
lowest two OSI layers, namely the physical
and data link (MAC sublayer only) layers.
Future versions will analyze the logical link
control (LLC) sublayer and network and
transport layers. The entire network is mod-
eled using a simple queueing network
model.
Figure 5. Subnet
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Figure 6. Model Builder
Figure 7. Performance Analyzer
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4.3  Simulation Server
The Simulation Server is responsible for the
simulation analysis. In this version of XNet-
Mod, the simulation server is based on the
NEST package [4]. The Simulation Server re-
ceives as its input a network definition from
the Model Builder, performs the desired sim-
ulation, and returns the simulation results to
be displayed. See Figure 8.
Figure 8. Simulation Server
4.4  Network Manager
The Model Builder supplies the Network
Manager with the network configuration in-
formation. It also provides facilities to query
and generate reports based on the data gath-
ered by the Network Manager. The data
gathered by the Network Manager can also
be used to validate and adjust the estimates
of input parameters for the analytic and sim-
ulation techniques. This ability is very useful
because the accuracy of any analytic or simu-
lation model is dependent on the accuracy of
the values for the input parameters.
The Network Manager component will be
implemented in a future release.
5.  XNetMod versus NetMod
XNetMod is based on NetMod [2,3], an ana-
lytical modeling tool, and the NetMod-NEST
interface [1]. Both were developed at the Uni-
versity of Michigan. NEST is a network sim-
ulation tool developed at Columbia
University.
XNetMod has objectives that are similar to its
predecessors, NetMod and the NetMod-
NEST interface, but nevertheless differs from
them in the design and implementation de-
tails. The objectives of XNetMod actually
subsume those of NetMod and the NetMod-
NEST interface.
5.1  Implementation Differences
XNetMod was developed using C and X/
Motif in the UNIX environment, whereas
NetMod was developed in the HyperCard
environment on the Macintosh. This differ-
ence has resulted in XNetMod having sev-
eral advantages over NetMod, such as the
ability to use colors, a bigger working area,
higher portability, access to greater comput-
ing power for more detailed models, and
greater potential for extensions.
5.2  Design Differences
There are several design differences between
XNetMod and NetMod. XNetMod has a
well-structured, pseudo object-oriented view
of the network, that is not present in Net-
Mod. NetMod has a notion of parent-child
relationship among network components. In
XNetMod all network components are peers,
as in actual networks. At present NetMod
supports models of a more diverse range of
network components.
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